
12-2 SUMMER READING ASSIGNMENT 
 
Select a memoir, either from the list below, or one of your own choosing.  Read and annotate the memoir, 
considering what the author reveals about him or herself and what you have learned about yourself by reading 
the memoir.  Find quotes that speak to you, reveal the author’s style, or that you would like to share with your 
classmates. Finally, use your notes to complete the response sheet attached to this assignment.  You should 
bring the completed response sheet to class on the first day of school and be ready to hand it in. You will also 
need to bring the book with you on the first day of school; please keep this in mind if you do not plan on 
purchasing the book. Annotations can be done on the text itself, using post-it notes, or on a separate 
sheet/document as long as page numbers are recorded.  
 
SUGGESTED MEMOIRS 
The Glass Castle by Jeannette Walls 
The Long Run by Matt Long 
Born to Run by John McDougall 
Becoming by Michelle Obama 
Hillbilly Elegy by J.D. Vance 
Unorthodox by Deborah Feldman 
Born a Crime by Trevor Noah 
Educated by Tara Westover 
Don’t Let’s Go To the Dogs Tonight or Cocktail Hour Under the Tree of Forgetfulness by Alexandra Fuller 
Winterdance by Gary Paulson 
Wherever I Wind Up: My Quest for Truth, Authenticity, and the Perfect Knuckleball by R.A Dickey 
Slow Getting Up: A Story of NFL Survival from the Bottom of the Pile by Nate Jackson 
Into Thin Air by Jon Krakauer 
When Breath Becomes Air by Paul Kalanithi 
 
*You may wish to visit Amazon’s list of best-selling memoirs, or the New York Times best-sellers list for other 
noteworthy titles. 
 
** Please Note: Some literature may have ideas, language or philosophies that are objectionable to you.  If this 
is true of any of these books, you are free to select a memoir of your choice. 
  



World Literature Memoir Response Sheet 
Name: 
Title and author of the memoir: 
 
To prepare for class discussion when you return to school in the fall, take notes to answer the following 
questions. 
 
1. What did the author revealed about him or herself?   (Ex. -- What does she value? How does she look at life?  
At family?  The world?  What are the author’s admirable qualities?  Did he or she reveal things that were not 
flattering? ) How did he or she go about revealing it?  Provide specific examples from the memoir, including at 
least one quote. 
 

 
2. What did you learn about yourself through reading the memoir?  (How do the author’s values / qualities 
correspond to your qualities and values?)  Incorporate at least one quote from the book in your response. 
 

 
3. In the coming weeks, you are going to be writing a personal essay.  What (if anything) do you admire about 
the author’s style that you could apply to your own writing?  
 


